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The Inscrutable Question: Man Discovers Time: There Is a Time for Every Event, Ecclesiastes 3:5-8
Ecclesiastes 3:5 - There is a time to throw stones, and a time to gather stones; there is a time to embrace, and there is a time to refrain from embracing.
	The phrase, “a time to throw stones” refers to clearing new ground.  When a man obtained a piece of land it often had to be cleared before crops could be planted.

However, when it came time to build a house or an outbuilding, often the need arose to gather stones together.
The word “embrace” is qbj  / habaq /.  It refers to the embrace of lovers during sex.  There is a time for this and it is in the privacy of the divine institution of marriage.
The time for lovers not to embrace during sex is outside the privacy of the divine institution of marriage.
“Embracing” in marriage is done in privacy and no film, no video and no spectators are allowed.  To display “embracing” is pornography and to view it is voyeurism.
Ecclesiastes 3:6 - There is a time to search, and there is a time to give up as lost; there is a time to keep things, and a time to throw away things.
	In the days when this was written, people would loose a very valuable animal on the farm.  They would search diligently for it but to no avail.

At some point the search has to end and the animal has to be given up as lost.  Otherwise, the rest of the animals would go uncared for and normal functions in life would be ignored.
So there is a time to give up as lost, because you must get to other things in life.
“A time to keep and a time to throw away” has to do with a changing scale of values.  What you have kept as valuable over the years may some day become of little significance.  This is what motivates garage sales.
What once was obtained in a frantic search for happiness is finally seen as bringing no happiness at all.
Those things previously ignored are now valued as meaningful and become prized possessions.  This occurs when you wipe the dust off that baccalaureate Bible you received for high school graduation.
Ecclesiastes 3:7 - There is a time to tear apart, and there is a time to mend; there is a time to be silent, and a time to speak.
	This refers literally to a custom of the Israelites during a time of mourning.  Rending the garments was a way of expressing one’s grief.

Afterward, the cloth could be taken and mended and worn again.  However, there is a figurative application that is implied here.
There is a time when disagreements, dissension, and discord cause people to tear apart.  When this happens because of doctrinal differences the one who stands for truth doesn’t have to separate.  Truth will drive the reversionist away.
Given enough time the guilty party often discovers from doctrine the error of his position and seeks reconciliation.  If and when true reconciliation is sought the injured party must forgive and forget.
This results in a “time to mend.” 
There is a time to be silent.  Often we are informed about certain subjects but it is not necessarily good that we express that knowledge to others.
Frank honesty does not always need to be stated.  Thoughtfulness motivates us to structure our remarks about others in such a way that doesn’t cast aspersions.  You wouldn’t say to a person, “I just don’t like your new house and then elaborate on why.”  You simply say something on the order of, “What a love home you have.”
You do not tell a person that you think their new car is a piece of junk.  It is better to say, “You car is beautiful and I know you must be very proud of it.”
In Proverbs 6 Solomon lists the seven worst sins and among them are three verbal sins that a person of honor would leave unspoken: 
Proverbs 6:16 - There are six things which the Lord hates, yes seven which are an abomination to Him:
v. 17 -	… a lying tongue …
v. 19 -	A false witness who utters lies, and one who spreads discord among believers.	
	Gossip is usually the expression of information that is true.  It then gets embellished as it moves from one gossiper to another.

But to initiate such is uncalled for.  Any wrongdoing engaged in by another is between that person and the Lord.  Just leave it alone and let the Supreme Court of Heaven sort it out.
There is a time to keep silent and there is a time to speak.
When people are suffering and experiencing a time of pain or grief, comforting words may be expressed; when dealing with others, principles of truth should dominate our part of the discussions; when called to testify it is mandated that we speak the truth; when an opportunity arises to evangelize another person an accurate statement of the gospel is required.
Job 3:8 - There is a time to love, and a time to hate there is a time for war, and there is a time for peace.
	The verb “to love” is bha  / ahav /, and makes reference to the Royal Law in:

Leviticus 19:18 - “You shall not take vengeance, nor bear any grudge against the sons of your people, but you shall love your neighbor as yourself; I am the Lord.”
	The time for the Royal Law is whenever you are the victim of another’s thoughts, decisions, or actions, whether they are real or imagined.

The opposite of love is hatred.  The word Solomon uses for the verb “to hate” is anc / sa-nay /.  It can express a negative emotion directed toward those whom you oppose, detest, or despise.  The resultant hatred causes a desire to sever the relationship.
Hatred usually refers to the opposition, ill will, and aversion one has for another.  There is also a hatred that defines the desire to depart from evil and evildoers.
It is obvious that this definition is the one for the word “hatred” in verse 8.   It is a mental attitude directed toward those things that are antagonistic to God’s will, plan, and purpose, especially opposition to the Word of God.
There is a time for war.  Client nations must be able to deploy a strong military establishment in order to protect its citizens—believer and unbeliever alike—against assaults from predator nations.  The fact we will continuously encounter a “time for war” is emphasized by our Lord in:
Matthew 24:6 -	“You will be hearing of wars and rumors of wars …”
	Proper motivation for engaging in armed conflict is stated in:

Nehemiah 4:14b - “Do not be afraid of them; remember the Lord who is great and awesome, and fight for your brothers, your sons, your daughters, your wives, and your houses.”
	Success in warfare purchases freedom for the citizens of a client nation.  Peace is in fact a blessing from God to those who follow Him:

2 Chronicles 20:29 - The dread of the Lord was on all the kingdoms of the lands when they heard that the Lord had fought against the enemies of Israel.
v. 30 -	So the kingdom of Jehoshaphat was at peace, for his God gave him rest on all sides.


